OUTLINE

♦ Books
♦ Book Chapter and Essays
♦ Translated Works
♦ Journal Articles, including some Book Reviews by David Harvey.
♦ Selected Book Reviews of David Harvey’s works
♦ Interviews, Lectures & Conference Papers (selected)
♦ Theses/Dissertations & Websites (selected)

BOOKS


Copy on order for the Library


Langson Library E 744 H37 2003.


Langson Library DC 715 H337 2003.


---. Spaces of Capital: Towards a Critical Geography. Edinburgh UK:
**Langson Library HX 550 G45 H35 2001.**

**Langson Library HC79.E5 H37 2000.**

**Langson Library HB 501. H3597 1999.**

**HD8039.A82 G74 1993.**

**Langson Library HM 216 H26 1996.**


**Langson Library HD 8039 A82 G74 1993.**

**Langson Library CB 428 H38 1990.**


**Langson Library HT321. H3732 1989b.**

**Langson Library HT 166 H37 1988.**

**Langson Library HT321. H368 1985.**


Harvey, David; and Waters, Celia. *A guide to Altering old Houses: City of Essendon*. Essendon: City of Essendon, 1980.


Harvey, David; and Marcia, Merry. *People, Poverty and Wealth*. Glasgow: Collins Certificate Topics in Geography, 1972.


*Langson Library HT321 H3685 1975*. 

*Langson Library GB 70 H34 1970.*
BOOK CHAPTERS AND ESSAYS

Langson Library JC 75 D36 D415.

Harvey, David; Asad, Talal; Katz, Cindi; Smith, Neil; and Susser, Ida. “Local Horror/Global Response.” In Anthropologists in the Public Sphere edited by R. Gonzalez, Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2004.
Copy on order for the Library.


Langson Library PN 56 C55 A34 2003.


Harvey, David; and Swyngedouw, F. “Corporations and Communities.” In The Factory in the City edited by T. Hayter and D. Harvey. London: Mansell, 1993.


Langson Library HM 291 S588715 1985b.

Langson Library HX 541.5 L43 1983.

Langson Library HX 17 D5 1983b

Langson Library HD 7304 N5 Z84 1982

Langson Library GF 4 D52 1981.

SRLF [Southern Regional Library Facility –located at UCLA].

Langson Library GF 95 B43 1981.


Langson Library G 70 P46.


Langson Library G 62 R3.


Langson Library HT 123 M29.


Langson Library GF 41 R4.


---. “Revolutionary and Counter-Revolutionary Theory in Geography and the Problem of Ghetto Gormation.” In Perspectives in Geography. 2.Chicago:
**Langson Library HT 151 G36 (Oversize).**


**Langson Library HT166. S685.**

---.” The urban process under capitalism; A framework for Analysis.” In *Urbanization and planning in capitalist society*. Edited by M. Dear; and A.Scott. London: Methuen, 1981.  
**Langson Library HT 151 U733 1981.**

---.”Labor, capital and class struggle around the built environment.” Reprinted in *Classes, power and conflict* edited by Anthony Giddens, and D. Held. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982  
**Langson Library HT 675 C55 1982.**

**Langson Library HT 151 C343.**

**Langson Library G 62 R3.**

**Langson Library G62 .P76.**

**Langson Library HT 321 H37.**

---.“Locational Change in the Kentish Hop Industry and the Analysis of Land
use Patterns,’ and in Geographical Interpretations of Geographical
Sources edited by Alan R. H. Baker; John D. Hampshire; [and] John

**Langson Library HC 253 B26.**

---. “Locational Change in the Kentish Hop Industry and the Analysis of Land
Use Patterns.” In Readings in Economic Geography by E.J. Taafe; L.J.

**Langson Library HF 1025 S62.**

---.“Models of the Evolution of Spatial patterns in Human Geography.” In
Models in Geography by R.J. Chorley, and P. Haggett. Methuen, London:
1967 549-608.

**Langson Library GA 23 C46 1967.**

**WORKS TRANSLATED INTO OTHER LANGUAGES**

Harvey, David. *Spaces of Hope*, Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
2000 translated into Korean, Spanish and Chinese pending. Edinburgh,

[Spanish translation of New Imperialism].

[Turkish].

Harvey, David. “The Urban Revolution” Robert Bononno’s Translation City &
Community 3 (March 2004): 83-89.
<http://uclibs.org/PID/30821>

Translated into Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Japanese;

---. *The New Imperialism*. Translated into Spanish and in German, Japanese,

Harvey, David; and Pina Aldao Cristina. *Espacios de esperenza* Madrid: Akal,
2003. [Spanish].

Harvey, David; and Morali, Mehmet. Sosyal adalet ve sehir=social justice and the city. Istanbul: Metis, 2003. [Turkish].


Harvey, David; Gao, Yongyuan; Liu, Lihua; and others. Di li xue zhong de jie shi. Beijing: Shang wu yin shu guan, 1996. [Chinese].


Harvey, David; and Viezzi, Maurizio. La crisi della modernit’a. Milano: Il Saggiatore, 1993. [Italian]


---. “Monte Carlo simulation models,” *Forskningsrapporter Kultur geografiska Insitutionen* Uppsala University, Number 1, (1965).

**JOURNAL ARTICLES**

[http://uclibs.org/PID/30821]

*Langson Bound Periodicals* HX 15 S59

[http://uclibs.org/PID/30821]

*Langson Bound Periodicals* HT101.I5 2003


Langson Bound Periodicals HB 97.5 C366


Langson Bound Periodicals NX 180 S6 P8

< http://uclibs.org/PID/49198>


Langson Bound Periodicals HM 1 C65

< http://www.jstor.org/journals/00943061.html >


Langson Bound Periodicals GF 1 P76

http://www.ingentaselect.com/rpsv/cw/arn/03091325/contp1.htm


< http://www.envplan.com/epd/epd_current.html>


Langson Bound Periodicals HX15. S59


Langson Bound Periodicals HX1. M66


Langson Bound Periodicals H1. E58


Langson Bound Periodicals H1. E58
Langson Bound Periodicals G3. A7

Langson Bound Periodicals HM 1 I525

Langson Bound Periodicals NA 2300 H352 G72

Langson Bound Periodicals G 3 A7

Langson Bound Periodicals HX 1 R473

Langson Bound Periodicals HT 165.5 C589

Harvey, David; and Williams, Raymond. “Militant Particularism and Global Ambition: The Conceptual politics of Place, Space, and Environment in the Work of Raymond Williams” Social Text 42 (Spring, 1995): 69-98.
Langson Bound Periodicals HN 1 S59
http://www.jstor.org/journals/01642472.html

Langson Library HX 15 S59

Langson Bound Periodicals G1. A67

Langson Bound Periodicals E839.5 N379

Langson Bound Periodicals GF1. P76

Langson Bound Periodicals HT101. I5
Langson Bound Periodicals HX15. S59

Langson Bound Periodicals G 3 A7

Langson Bound Periodicals G 25 G41
<http://uclibs.org/PID/23013>

Langson Library MICROFILM S 000541

Langson Bound Periodicals G 141 J6
<http://uclibs.org/PID/7137>

Langson Bound Periodicals H1. S7

Langson Bound Periodicals G 1 A67

Langson Bound Periodicals H 1 E58

Langson Bound Periodicals G 141 J6

Langson Bound Periodicals G1. A67

SRLF Z5941 .D47

Langson Bound Periodicals JA1. P65
<http://uclibs.org/PID/20812>

Langson Bound Periodicals HX541.5 L43

Langson Bound Periodicals G1. A67

Langson Bound Periodicals G1. A67

---.“Models of the Evolution of Spatial Patterns in Human Geography:
Monument and Myth” Annals of the Association of American Geographers
69 (September 1979): 362-381.
Langson Bound Periodicals G3A7
<http://www.jstor.org/journals/00045608.html>

---. “Monument and myth” Annals of the Association of American
Geographers 69 (September 1979): 362-81.
Langson Bound Periodicals G 3 A7
<http://www.jstor.org/journals/00045608.html>

---. “On countering the Marxian myth - Chicago style,” Comparative Urban
Langson Bound Periodicals HT 101 C63

---. “The urban process under capitalism; A framework for analysis,”
SRLF HT101 .I61

---. “Labor, capital and class struggle around the built environment,” Politics
Langson Bound Periodicals H1. P82

Langson Bound Periodicals G1. A67

---. “Class-monopoly rent, finance capital and the urban revolution.” Regional
Studies, 8 (1974), 239-255.
Langson Bound Periodicals NA 9000. R4

---. “The geography of capitalist accumulation: A reconstruction of the
Langson Bound Periodicals G1. A67

---. “Some remarks on the political economy of urbanism,” Antipode 7.1


---."Revolutionary and counter-revolutionary theory,” Antipode. 4.2 (1972): pp? (With a commentary on the comments)


BOOK REVIEWS (SELECTED)


Langson Library Bound Periodicals AP2.N2

Langson Library Bound Periodicals PS580. X26


<http://uclibs.org/PID/48597>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HX1.S16

<http://uclibs.org/PID/30821.>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HC 101 R43
http://uclibs.org/PID/2619

Langson Library Bound Periodicals JX1. M54

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM1. C65

Langson Library Bound Periodicals AP2. A3985
<http://uclibs.org/PID/588>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals JA1. N48
<http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/carfax/cnps>

http://pubs.socialistreviewindex.org.uk/isj89/cox.htm

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HT101. I61

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM1. S73
<http://uclibs.org/PID/5727>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals GF1. G44
<http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/carfax/cgpc>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals GF1. G44
<http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/carfax/cgpc>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals GF1. G44
<http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/carfax/cgpc>


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM 1. S68
<http://uclibs.org/PID/12108>.

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HD 4802 I53
http://www.jstor.org/journals/00197939.html

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HT103. U7
<http://uclibs.org/PID/49092>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals HB97.5. C366


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM 1. S68
<Journal available online 1997- to date>


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HT101. I5


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM 1. C65


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HB97.5. C366


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM258. M434


Langson Bound Periodicals HD9001. N28


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HC10. C453
<http://www.jstor.org/journals/00130079.html>

Langson Library Bound Periodicals D1. J58
<http://www.jstor.org/journals/00221953.html>


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HX1. R473


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HX1. M66
<http://uclibs.org/PID/14843>


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HT101. U67


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HT101. U67


<http://www.jstor.org/journals/08848971.html>


Langson Library Bound Periodicals H1. S25


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HT103. U7


Langson Library Bound Periodicals G1. A67


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM1. S73
<http://uclibs.org/PID/62002>


Langson Library Bound Periodicals HM 1. S73
SELECTED INTERVIEWS, LECTURES & PAPERS


“Reinventing Geography” An Interview. New Left Review, 4 (July/August 2000): 75-97. [Interview with the leading practitioner of materialism Marxists forgot. What happens when space, not time, becomes the axis of radical analysis] Langson Bound Periodicals HX 3 N36 <http://www.newleftreview.net/>


“Cosmopolitan and the Banality of Cosmopolitanism and the banality of geographical evils” [sound recording/ Lecture/Presentation]. Santa Cruz, CA: Kresge College, University of California, Santa Cruz, October 13, 1999.


“Towards reclaiming our cities: experience and analysis.” An interview with David Harvey,” Regenerating cities.1.5 (1993): 4-10. [Also in Regenerating cities.1.6 (1993):3-9].


Harvey, David. “Geographical processes and the analysis of point patterns: testing models of diffusion by quadrant sampling,” Transactions Institute of British Geographers, 44 (1968): 85-95

Langson Library Bound Periodicals G3. A7

---. “Patterns in Geography” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 56 (June 1966): 361-374
Langson Library Bound Periodicals G3. A7
<http://ucilibs.org/PID/16598>


Langson Library Bound Periodicals G1. A67

Langson Library HT391. R335


Langson Bound Periodicals HN 1 R45
< http://uclibs.org/PID/62098>

Langson Library G70. B594
Thesis/Dissertations & SELECTED Biographical sites


getcITED
The Scout Report says the website is an effort to facilitate searches for book chapters, working papers, conference papers, and other types of publications” on work that is not “commonly indexed.” Access is free. The database is created for researchers and scholars.
<http://www.getcited.org/mbrz/10014558>

Wikipedia: David Harvey
http://www.answers.com/topic/david-harvey-geographer

John Hopkins University, Department of Geography: David Harvey
http://www.jhu.edu/~dogee/people/faculty/harvey.html

New Graduate Center Faculty (CUNY) 1999-2005: David Harvey
http://www.gc.cuny.edu/faculty/new_faculty_bd/Harvey.htm

http://globetrotter.berkeley.edu/people4/Harvey/harvey-con0.html

For information about access to Library materials please contact the Langson Library’s Loan desk from the UC Irvine Library website: http://www.lib.uci.edu

Access to online journals is available on site.
Remote access to online journals is restricted to UC Irvine and UC affiliates.

Any questions? Ask A Librarian: http://www.lib.uci.edu/services/ask/ask.html
